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Abstract
Crack patterns formed due to desiccation of clay or similar materials show
distinctive reproducible patterns. If one measures the cumulative area Acum

covered by the cracks with widths �Wmin, then Acum plotted against Wmin shows
a typical reproducible shape. In a log–log plot, this curve has two roughly linear
regions with different slopes. For a polypropylene (PP) substrate, there is a
sharp change from a nearly horizontal line to a very steep line, whereas for
a glass substrate, which is smoother, there is a gradual changeover between
the two regions. We propose a simple one-dimensional spring chain model, in
which reducing the natural length of the springs corresponds to the desiccation
process. Springs may break, or slip against the substrate to accommodate
strain beyond a specified threshold. The model successfully reproduces the
successive stages of crack formation and behaviour of the cumulative area curve,
as observed in experiments. The difference in the qualitative nature of the
patterns on smooth and rougher substrates is also obtained.

1. Introduction

Crack patterns in drying clay films have a distinctive hierarchical structure; this has been
discussed in several earlier papers [1–7]. Different aspects of the problem have been
investigated by different groups. Bohn et al [4] studied the hierarchical order of appearance
of the cracks leading to a network with three-fold vertices. They suggested a method for
quantitative characterization of the pattern, as did Vogel et al [8] through topological tools, such
as Minkowski numbers. The dynamical aspect of crack development in time was studied in [5]
and [8]. Lecocq and Vandewalle [5] studied the effect of the drying rate on crack widths and
spacing. Pauchard et al [9] studied the variation in crack patterns on a drying drop of colloidal
suspension, as the salt concentration is changed. Groisman and Kaplan [3] demonstrate that
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Cracks formed in desiccated layers of laponite–methanol suspension on (a) PP substrate
and (b) glass substrate. The circular Petri dishes are 10 cm in diameter.
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Figure 2. The area Acum covered by cracks of width �Wmin. There is a sharp knee for the PP
samples, but the curves for glass are gently sloping. The curves P(1) and G(1) represent samples
with less thickness on PP and glass respectively, and P(2) and G(2) are for thicker layers; the other
experimental conditions are the same as those given in the text.

in many cases cracking is due to the friction between the substrate and the drying suspension;
moreover, the linear size of the crack patterns scales with film thickness.

The problem of cracking in desiccating clay has an impact in the field of geology as well;
this has been emphasized in many papers [10–12]. Reference [10] is an experimental study on
a system to mimic desiccation cracks in clay liners of water channels. Reference [12] reports
the formation of sorted polygonal structures in clay when glaciers recede.

Computer simulations of the problem have been done as well, e.g. [13–17]. Other
interesting ramifications are the effect of memory of vibrations in crack formation [18]
and the effect of a static electric field imposing pattern selection [19]. Earlier work on
laponite [1, 20, 21] reported very characteristic fractal patterns on different substrates, as shown
in figure 1. The cumulative area covered by the cracks when observed under successively
decreasing resolution gives a typical nature in a log–log plot [1, 20]. Experimental results for
PP and glass substrate are shown in figure 2. Here the area covered by cracks of width �Wmin

is plotted against Wmin. The curves have an almost horizontal part at higher resolution (towards
the left) and a knee followed by a fall at low resolution. For a smooth substrate like glass, the
fall is relatively gentle, whereas for the rougher PP, the fall is very steep.
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The present work reports experimental results for crack patterns for drying laponite–
methanol suspensions on PP and glass substrates. We develop a spring network model of
the layer and use it to simulate the drying process. We show that this model can reproduce
the typical shape of the curves in figure 2. The difference in the qualitative nature of the
curves on different substrates is also reproduced. The present model is one-dimensional, so
the initial sample is represented by a line of a certain length. This picture corresponds to a
vertical section of a real thin layer in the experiment. As the cracks form, the line breaks up
into smaller pieces, separated by gaps, which represent the crack width. The experiment is done
on a three-dimensional system, but since we look at the surface, the analysis is effectively two-
dimensional. When comparing with experiments, the cumulative crack area in the experiment
is replaced here by the cumulative crack width.

Section 2 gives the experimental procedure and results in brief; details for the PP substrate
experiment are to be found in [1, 20]. Section 3 discusses the spring chain model in detail.
Results from the simulation are compared with experimental results in section 4.

2. The experiment

2.1. Procedure

The experiment was performed in PP and glass Petri dishes of diameter 10 cm. The films were
prepared as follows: laponite(RD) was mixed with methanol and stirred in a magnetic stirrer
for 1 h to make a suspension. A pinch of dye was added to each of the samples. This does
not affect the crack patterns but enhances clarity. The mixture was poured into a Petri dish and
allowed to dry at room temperature. The temperature during the experiment was between 32
and 36 ◦C and the humidity was in the range 76%–78%. As the methanol evaporated, it was
observed that the crack patterns started to develop after about one to two days. The whole crack
pattern was photographed by a CCD camera at intervals as it formed.

2.2. Results

Figure 1 shows crack patterns on PP and glass substrates respectively. On PP (A) the cracks
are numerous and narrow; on glass (B) a lesser number of wider cracks are seen. The
cumulative area covered by the cracks for widths �Wmin is plotted against increasing Wmin,
which corresponds to lower resolution. The curves given for PP and glass in figure 2 show that,
for PP, the curve falls off much more sharply than for glass.

3. The spring chain model

3.1. Description of the system

We represent the thin layer of clay suspension by a chain of nodes a, b, c, d,... connected by
horizontal springs with spring constant Sh (figure 3) to each other and by vertical springs, with
spring constant Sv, to the nodes A, B, C, D,... on the substrate. The spring constants are taken
as Sh = Sv = 1.

Initially all springs have a natural length d0 = 1 and the vertical springs are perfectly
vertical. The nodes a, b, c, d,... and A, B, C, D,... lie on a unit lattice. The drying process is
represented by a reduction in the natural (unstrained) length of all the horizontal springs. The
nodes a, b, c,... are allowed to move horizontally, but not vertically, to accommodate the stress
generated.

As the stress builds up, two things can happen: (1) a ‘break’ or (2) a ‘slip’. If the strain in
the horizontal springs exceeds a threshold Hth, the spring breaks, and a crack starts to form. As
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Figure 3. The initial configuration of the spring chain is shown in the upper figure and the
configuration after one step of desiccation in the lower figure. The nodes a, b, c,... are connected by
the horizontal springs to each other, and by vertical springs to the nodes A, B, C,... on the substrate.

the nodes shift horizontally, the vertical springs are no longer vertical; they form an angle to the
horizontal, and if stretched beyond a threshold Vth, the lower node on the substrate slips until
the position corresponding to maximum permissible strain is regained. The vertical springs are
not allowed to break.

The desiccation occurs in steps; at the (n + 1)th step, the natural length is reduced by a
fraction of the length at the nth step. So the drying rate is a function of time, decreasing with
time according to a power law.

After one desiccation step, the energy of the system is minimized by the conjugate gradient
method [22] and the nodes a, b, c,... are allowed to relax to their minimum energy position. It
is then checked whether the strain in any of the springs exceeds the breaking or slipping limit;
if so, the necessary break and/or slip is implemented, and the energy minimization procedure
is re-run, until an equilibrium is reached. The widths and positions of the cracks at equilibrium
are noted. The rate of desiccation decreases with time, so eventually the system stabilizes, and
we now consider the system to be completely dry.

The successive cracks appear as shown schematically in figure 4. However, though no
disorder is explicitly introduced, the inherent noise due to rounding-off errors makes the system
lose perfect symmetry after a few stages.

The widths of all cracks at the final stage are noted, and the cumulative length Lcum of
the system covered by cracks with width �Wmin is computed. Decreasing Wmin corresponds
to observing the system under higher and higher resolution. When Lcum for cracks with width
�Wmin is plotted against Wmin, a curve is obtained, with the same typical shape seen in the
experimental results [1, 20]. In the experiment the cumulative area covered by the cracks was
measured. For the present one-dimensional simulation we consider this to be equivalent to the
cumulative width.

3.2. Details of the simulation

The length of the chains are taken as 100 units. Initially, all the adjacent nodes are at unit
distance from each other. The springs are supposed to be in their relaxed position in this
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Figure 4. The successive stages of crack formation are shown schematically. We show the
appearance of the film at the mth stage with the width Wi (m) of the crack formed at the i th time
step.

configuration. The lower chain of nodal points A, B, C, D,... is supposed to be attached to the
substrate. The upper chain a, b, c, d,... represents the substance which undergoes desiccation.
Both Sh and Sv have been assigned unit value. To bring about the effect of desiccation in our
simulation, the length of each link in the upper chain is reduced according to the rule

dn+1 = dn(1 − b/rn), (1)

where dn+1 and dn represent the natural length between two nodes in the (n + 1)th and nth
time step, b is a constant and r is a parameter which controls the rate of decrease in the natural
length from one time step to the next higher time step. The value of b is kept constant at 0.1,
and initial time corresponds to n = 0.

The rate of desiccation should reduce with time; this has been incorporated through the
power law. After a certain time step nsat, there is no further significant decrease in the length
and the natural length saturates. Keeping the centre of the chain undisturbed, the left and
right halves shrink symmetrically. If x0 and xi(n) represent the centre position and any nodal
position respectively at a time step n, then the new nodal position in the next time step can be
written as

xi(n + 1) − x0 = (1 − b/rn)(xi(n) − x0). (2)

This configuration may not be the minimum potential energy configuration of the system.
The system now relaxes to the minimum energy configuration, implemented through the
conjugate gradient method [22]. The positions of the N nodes of the upper chain as a whole
may be represented by a single point P , in an N-dimensional space. The function f (P) returns
the sum of the potential energies of all springs. This potential energy arises due to the change
in length of the spring as a result of desiccation, and is given by

f (P) = � 1
2 Shδd2. (3)

A similar expression with Sv replacing Sh will give the total potential energy for the vertical
springs.

The function d f (P,∇ j ) returns the gradient of the function f (P) evaluated at the point P ,
where j denotes any of the coordinate axes. The gradient information from function d f (P,∇ j )

is used to choose the directions along which we should proceed to determine the location of P
for minimum potential energy.

The Fletcher–Reenes–Polak–Ribiera minimization (which employs the conjugate gradient
algorithm) is performed on the function f (P) to obtain the new location of P [22]. In the
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configuration obtained after minimization of ‘potential energy’ the vertical springs are found
to be stretched more as we proceed from the centre of the system towards the extremities. In
contrast, the horizontal springs are stretched more towards the centre of the chain. A maximum
permissible limit Hth has been set for the strain in each horizontal spring. There can be more
than one spring whose strain is greater than the maximum limit set. But at any one time instant,
only a single spring is allowed to break [23, 13]. The spring with the maximum strain is then
broken and the network splits into two. There is no breaking limit set for the vertical springs.
Instead a provision is kept for slipping of the lower nodal points to release the excess strain so
that it is just equal to the maximum permissible strain. The node may be shifted right or left
depending on the angle made by the corresponding spring with the positive x-axis being acute
and obtuse respectively.

If the upper chain breaks (which may be accompanied by slipping) then the daughter
networks are indexed such that their hierarchy can be traced. These two individual networks
undergo the minimization process separately. If there is only slipping then the conjugate
gradient method is also applied on it to obtain the minimum energy location. The condition
for slipping and/or splitting is rechecked. If it splits, these two are treated as two different
networks, else the process of finding the minimum energy location continues until there is
no more slipping. If the natural length (at that time instant) of the spring in the upper chain
of the concerned network is equal to the saturated length, no further desiccation is done. If
not, then the next time step desiccation is applied on the concerned networks according to
equation (1). Finally when all the sub-networks have reached the saturated point individually,
the gaps are calculated between the nodes where the springs have broken. These gaps represent
the final crack widths, as illustrated in figure 4. This schematic diagram simply demonstrates
the generation of the daughters in hierarchical stages, and shows that the number of sections
grows in a power law, as in a cantor set. However, in the present work we are concerned with
the distribution of crack widths, i.e. the gaps between the segments. This is obtained from the
simulation algorithm described here.

3.3. Simulation results

In the present study the parameters Sh, Sv and b are kept constant. Then the parameters
controlling the crack formation process are Hth, Vth and r , which represent respectively, the
breaking threshold (for horizontal springs), the slipping threshold (for vertical springs) and the
power-law exponent controlling the desiccation rate. These parameters are varied one by one.
The results for the sets of parameters which give realistic Acum versus Wmin curves are discussed
below.

Experimentally, the area covered by the solid shrinks to about 70% of the initial area on
desiccation. We set the value of r to get a realistic reduction in the solid area, which is between
30 and 40% of the initial sample length. This range of r lies between 1.2 and 1.3. In most
of the cases the total number of cracks up to saturation was in the range 30–40. These are
binned in convenient ranges of δW from 0.001 to 0.02, to get around ten points representing
the cumulative crack width. For some specific combinations of parameters, the number of
cracks is very low—about 10–15; we do not analyse these cases. Lcum is plotted against Wmin

for different parameters in figures 5 and 7.
In the first set, there was no slipping allowed. Hth was increased from 0.01 onwards for

three values of r—1.2, 1.25 and 1.3. No marked difference was observed for the different rs.
We found that, for each r , there is a maximum limiting value for Hth for which cracks appear.
These values are respectively 0.66, 0.5 and 0.4 for r = 1.2, 1.25 and 1.3, irrespective of Vth.
Figure 5 shows that wider cracks are obtained for higher values of Hth. In addition, the number
of cracks decreases with increasing Hth, but the decrease is not monotonic.
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Figure 5. Simulation results for cumulative crack width for widths �Wmin, when no slipping is
allowed on the substrate. The lines are guides to the eye.
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Figure 6. Simulation results for cumulative crack width for widths �Wmin, with slipping threshold
Vth = 0.08 and r = 1.25. The lines are guides to the eye. The effect of varying the breaking
threshold is shown.

In the second set, we varied Vth from 0.01 onwards and for each value, studied the effect of
variation of Hth and r . Here again the nature of the patterns observed were similar for different
r . Figure 6 shows a typical graph obtained for Vth fixed at 0.08 and r fixed at 1.25. Wider
cracks appear for higher Hth values.

In the third set, we observe the change with variation of Vth. We fixed Hth and varied Vth

from 0.005 upwards. It was found that, for a given Hth, there is an upper limit to Vth, beyond
which the crack pattern does not change. Moreover, this upper limit increases with increasing
Hth. Figure 7 shows the pattern obtained for Hth fixed at 0.01. Here we observe that for low Vth,
say 0.005, the nature of the pattern is different from that obtained for higher values. For low Vth,
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Figure 7. Simulation results for cumulative crack width for widths �Wmin, with breaking threshold
Hth = 0.01 and r = 1.25. The effect of varying the slipping threshold is shown.

the curve for cumulative crack width is gently sloping from an almost horizontal line at small
Wmin to a moderate negative gradient. On increasing Vth, the curve has a sharper crossover from
the horizontal and the larger Wmin side becomes steeper, until above Vth ∼ 0.08 there is hardly
any change on further increase of Vth. Low Vth implies that the sample slips easily along the
substrate,i.e. the substrate has a smoother texture.

4. Discussion

It is clear that the spring chain model, in spite of its simplicity, reproduces the crack formation
process quite well. The split near the centre of the sample producing the widest crack and
subsequent splittings of the daughters in successive stages are all well reproduced. The Acum

versus Wmin curves look remarkably similar to the experimental curves for the right set of
parameters. The position of the knee of the curve Wth, with respect to the maximum crack
width obtained Wmax, i.e. the extreme point on the right for each simulation, is a characteristic
of the cracking process. The ratio Wth/Wmax was found to be near 0.7 in the experiments on
PP [20]. In the simulation the knee point lies in the range 0.74–0.95. There is no definite
knee point for the case with lower Vth, which mimics the glass substrate. If we consider the
intersection of the two linear regions as the knee point in this case, then the ratio Wth/Wmax is
around 0.6 in the experiments and 0.68 in the curve shown in figure 7.

With the slipping condition completely suppressed, the steep part of the curve looks
unrealistically near-vertical. Inclusion of Vth gives more realistic rounded knee. Reducing
Vth to make the substrate more slippery produces exactly the change in the nature of the curve
we get when changing the substrate from PP to glass. Glass is of course much smoother than
a polymer substrate [24] as revealed by scanning electron microscopy study. No slip also
implies that the cracks form at the surface only, and do not reach the substrate; this is also
unrealistic. Comparison of figures 2 and 7 shows that the simulation curves for a rough and
smooth substrate reproduce the experimental situation very well.

The breaking threshold Hth for the horizontal springs are representative of the cohesive
bonding between particles of the material itself. It is expected to be related to the breaking
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stress of the desiccating layer. The spring constants Sh and Sv, which we have not varied in the
present study, should be related to the elastic properties of the layer and possibly other physical
parameters of the suspension, such as the viscosity. We plan to vary the desiccating material
and see if variation of Hth and spring constants in the simulation can be related to its properties.

Though our model is one-dimensional, the results for cumulative linear coverage of the
cracks agree quite well with the surface crack coverage in the real system. The reason is that
the real system is isotropic, and the cumulative crack area and cumulative crack length scale
similarly with crack width. Hence, in a log–log plot, the curves for linear coverage, in a vertical
section and for areal coverage on the surface, are similar in nature, only with a vertical shift.

The model employed here is somewhat similar to the model of [13, 15], but this model was
not used to calculate the area covered by cracks. Leung and Neda [13] have proposed a spring
block model, which demonstrates scaling of the crack pattern with layer thickness. Vogel
et al [17] develop a two-dimensional spring network model on a triangular lattice to mimic
the topological features observed in the experimental results in [8]. Other simulation models
include numerical work in [15] which show finger-like instabilities in crack development,
which show a limiting behaviour analogous to Laplacian growth models.

In [21] a phenomenological model was proposed which explained the steeper power-law
region in figure 2. Here successive divisions of the initial sample was assumed to follow an ad
hoc rule, with the crack width decreasing by a constant factor at each stage. The more realistic
spring model presented here is able to reproduce the entire curve quite well. This model has
been developed along the lines of spring models employed by [25, 26], but with considerable
departure so as to suit the present problem.

In figure 2 the two curves with PP and two with glass represent films with different
thicknesses. The thicker layer has wider cracks for both types of substrate. The effect of
thickness has not been incorporated in the present one-dimensional model; we plan to extend
the model to at least two dimensions in future.
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